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Abstract: Definition Extraction is the task to identify snippets of free text in which
a term is defined. While lexicographic studies have proposed different definition typo-
logies and categories, most NLP tasks aimed at revealing word or concept meanings
have traditionally dealt with lexicographic (encyclopedic) definitions, for example,
as a prior step to ontology learning or automatic glossary construction. In this paper
we describe and evaluate a system for Definition Extraction trained with features
derived from two sources: Entity Linking as provided by Babelfy, and semantic simi-
larity scores derived from sense-based embeddings. We show that these features have
a positive impact in this task, and report state-of-the-art results over a manually
validated benchmarking dataset.
Keywords: Embeddings, Entity Linking, Definition Extraction, Information Ex-
traction

1 Introduction

Definitions are fundamental sources for re-
trieving the meaning of terms (Navigli and
Velardi, 2010). However, looking them up
manually in naturally occurring text is unfea-
sible. For this reason, automatic extraction of
definitional text snippets is on demand, espe-
cially for tasks like Ontology Learning (Velar-
di, Faralli, and Navigli, 2013; Snow, Jurafsky,
and Ng, 2004; Navigli and Velardi, 2006),
Question Answering (Saggion and Gaizaus-
kas, 2004; Cui, Kan, and Chua, 2005), Glos-
sary Creation (Muresan and Klavans, 2002;
Park, Byrd, and Boguraev, 2002), or support
for eLearning environments (Westerhout and
Monachesi, 2007).

The task to automatically identify defi-
nitions in free text is Definition Extraction
(DE). As in many extraction tasks in NLP,
a great deal of previous work has relied on
linguistic patterns. For instance, by directly
identifying verbal cue phrases (Rebeyrolle
and Tanguy, 2000; Saggion and Gaizauskas,
2004; Sarmento et al., 2006; Storrer and We-
llinghoff, 2006). Moreover, machine learning
approaches have incorporated linguistic pat-
terns as information for training classifiers.
For instance, (Navigli and Velardi, 2010) pro-

pose a generalization of word lattices for the
tasks of DE and Hypernym Extraction. In
addition, (Boella et al., 2014) exploit syn-
tactic dependencies to create word represen-
tations, which are used as features for trai-
ning an SVM classifier. Moreover, (Jin et al.,
2013) use hand-crafted shallow parsing pat-
terns in a CRF-based sequential labeller for
DE in scientific papers. Finally, (Espinosa-
Anke and Saggion, 2014) take advantage of
syntactic dependencies in the form of a bag-
of-subtrees approach together with metrics
exploiting the dependency tree such as a
word’s degree or the part-of-speech of its chil-
dren.

Although the systems reported above
achieve competitive results, in none of them
semantic information is used, opening there-
fore clear avenues for improvement. We hy-
pothesize that external knowledge can con-
tribute dramatically to the DE task, and can
be also useful for potential cross-domain or
multilingual experiments. In this paper, rat-
her than introducing knowledge from struc-
tured resources, we leverage SensEmbed (Ia-
cobacci, Pilehvar, and Navigli, 2015), a recent
work that applies state-of-the-art representa-
tion techniques for modelling individual word



senses. Our choice stems from the intuition
that sense-based representations can reveal
properties of semantic compactness, which
may be indicators of definitional or gloss-like
text snippets.

In the next section we proceed to describe
our approach to DE.

2 DE Using SensEmbeddings

2.1 Data

We perform our experiments on the WCL da-
taset (Navigli, Velardi, and Ruiz-Mart́ınez,
2010), a subset of Wikipedia containing 1717
definitions (coming from the first sentence of
randomly sampled Wikipedia articles), and
2847 of what the authors called “syntactically
plausible false definitions”, i.e. sentences with
a syntactic structure similar to that of a de-
finition, and where the defined term appears
explicitly, but are not definitions.

2.2 Entity Linking

The first step of our approach consists in
running Babelfy (Moro, Raganato, and Navi-
gli, 2014), a state-of-the-art WSD and Entity
Linking tool, over the WCL dataset. In this
way, we obtain disambiguations for content
text snippets, which are used to build a se-
mantically rich representation of each senten-
ce. Consider the following definition and its
concepts, represented with their correspon-
ding BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012)
synset id:

The〈O〉 Abwehr〈01158579n〉 was〈O〉 a〈O〉
German〈00103560a〉 intelligence〈00047026n〉
organization〈00047026n〉 from〈O〉 1921〈O〉
to〈O〉 1944〈O〉.

This disambiguation procedure yields two
important pieces of information. On one
hand, the set of concepts, represented as
BabelNet synsets, e.g. the synset with id
bn:01158579n for the concept Abwehrbn

1. On
the other hand, we also obtain a set of non-
disambiguated snippets (either single word
or multiword terms), which can be also used
as indicators for spotting a definitional text
fragment in a corpus (from the above exam-
ple: {the, was a, from 1921 to 1944}).

2.3 Sense-Based Embeddings

SensEmbed works in two main steps: First,
a large text corpus is disambiguated with

1For clarity, we use the subscript bn to refer to the
concept’s BabelNet id, rather than using the actual
numeric id.

Babelfy. Then, word2vec (Mikolov, Yih, and
Zweig, 2013; Mikolov et al., 2013) is ap-
plied to the disambiguated corpus, yielding
a vectorial latent representation of word
senses. This enables a disambiguated vec-
tor representation of concepts. For instan-
ce, for the term “New York” (BabelNet id
bn:00041611n), there are vectors for lexicali-
zations such as “NY”, “New York”, “Big Ap-
ple” or even “Fun City”.

We use SensEmbed for computing the
semantic similarity among concepts in each
sentence of the WCL corpus. These simila-
rities are afterwards used for computing fea-
tures that will serve as input for a sentence-
based classifier. We denote in the rest of this
paper the semantic similarity between two
concepts x and y as sim(x, y), which is simply
the cosine similarity of the closest vectors
associated to their corresponding lexicaliza-
tions. Formally, let L be the set of lexicali-
zations included in SensEmbed and Γ the
set of associated vectors to each lexicaliza-
tion. We compute sim as follows: (1) Retrie-
ve all the available lexicalizations in L of
both x and y, namely L(x) = {s1x, ..., smx }
and L(y) = {s1y, ..., szy}. (2) Next, retrie-
ve from Γ the corresponding sets of vectors
V (x) = {v1x, ..., vmx } and V (y) = {v1y , ..., vzy}.
(3) Finally, we compare each possible pair of
senses and select the one maximizing the cosi-
ne similarity cos between the corresponding
vectors, i.e.

cos (x, y) = maxvx∈V (x),vy∈V (y)
vx · vy
||vx||||vy||

For example, given the definition of the
term bat, “A bat is a mammal in the order
Chiroptera”, we obtain a set D of three con-
cepts: batbn, mammalbn and Chiropterabn.
For each pair of concepts c1, c2 ∈ D, we com-
pute sim(c1, c2), and perform this operation
over all pairs in D.

Table 1 shows the sim representation of
this definition (d) and one non-definitional
sentence (n) also referring to bat : “This role
explains environmental concerns when a bat
is introduced in a new setting”. Note the hig-
her sim scores for concept pairs in the defi-
nitional sentence (in bold). Also, note that
since the non-definition is less semantically
compact, our procedure assigned to the term
bat vectors corresponding to the program-
ming language batch, or to batch files.



Vector Vector’ SIM

batd mammald 0.59

batd chiropterad 0.29

mammald chiropterad 0.31

rolen environmental concernn 0.21

purposen batch languagen 0.15

environmental concernn rolen 0.21

conservation groupn batch filen 0.12

batch languagen purposen 0.15

batch filen conservation groupn 0.12

Table 1: Representation of a definition and a
non-definition in terms of the similarities of
its concepts.

In the remainder of the paper, the whole
set of similarity scores over a given sentence,
obtained with this strategy, is denoted as ∆.

2.4 Features

We design three types of features: (1) Bag-of-
Concepts; (2) Bag-of-non-disambiguated text
snippets; and (3) Similarity metrics over ∆.
These features are then used to train different
classification algorithms, whose performance
is evaluated in 10-fold cross validation.

Bag-of-Concepts

We extract the 100 most frequent BabelNet
synsets in the training data, and generate a
feature vector for each one. Each feature has
a binary value, either True or False, referring
to whether such synset was found in the sen-
tence to be classified. In most folds, the most
frequent synsets refer to ancient languages
such as Greek or Latin, or to scientific dis-
ciplines such as Maths or Computer Science.
This reveals that presence of these concepts
in a sentence is a strong indicator of such sen-
tence of being a definition in the encyclopedic
genre.

Bag-of-non-Disambiguated Concepts

We extract the 500 most frequent text snip-
pets that Babelfy did not disambiguate. The
vector construction procedure is the same
as in Bag-of-Concepts. In this case, we ob-
tain results consistent with previous studies
in that the pattern “is a” is the most frequent
and hence a feature with high predictive po-
wer, followed by “is the”, “of a” and “is any”.

Semantic Features

We put forward a novel set of features stem-
ming from the hypothesis that, in a defini-
tion, most concepts should be closely rela-

ted, and hence should show higher semantic
similarity than distractor sentences. For ins-
tance, in our working example “A bat is a
mammal in the order Chiroptera”, the con-
cepts bat, mammal and Chiroptera are closely
related, and intuitively their corresponding
vectors should be more compact and closer
in the vector space, as opposed to one of its
distractors in the WCL corpus: “This role ex-
plains environmental concerns when a bat is
introduced in a new setting”. Here, concepts
like bat, to explain, environmental or setting
have a set of associated vectors more sparsely
distributed in the vector space.

We build on this intuition to propose the
following features:

AllSims The sum of the sim scores in
∆.

AvgSims The average of the sim scores
in ∆.

AvgBiggestSubGraph We can ex-
press our list of sim scores as a non-
directed cyclic graph, in which each no-
de is a concept and each edge is weigh-
ted according to their sim score. Ho-
wever, there are cases in which not all
components of the graph are connected
because one concept may be associated
to two different lexicalizations depen-
ding on which concept it is disambigua-
ted against. For instance, the concept for
mammal in our working example may be
lexicalized as mammal if disambiguated
against bat, and as mammalia if disam-
biguated against chiroptera. This featu-
re is the average of the cosine scores of
the biggest connected subgraph genera-
ted from ∆2. Note that if the sentence
graph is complete, AvgSims and Avg-
BiggestSubGraph yield the same sco-
re.

TopDegreeScore First, we obtain the
node with highest degree in the graph
representation described above, i.e. the
most connected node. Then, we compute
the average sim score over this node and
its neighbours. We hypothesize that this
measure should reward concepts who-
se disambiguation remains the same re-
gardless of the concept they are disam-

2Graph operations performed in our experiments
were done with the Python library NetworkX:
https://networkx.github.io/



biguated against, which can be seen as
another semantic compactness measure.

NumEdges The number of edges of the
graph described above. As the disambi-
guation options for a given concept in-
creases, so will increase the number of
edges of the graph representation. This
is a feature aimed at capturing non-
definitional sentences.

MaxScore and MinScore The maxi-
mum and minimum sim score among all
the concept pairs in ∆. We hypothesize
that in a definitional sentence, there will
be at least one pair highly similar, the
one between the defined term and the
hypernym.

These features are used to perform a set of
experiments with the machine learning tool-
kit Weka (Witten and Frank, 2005). Whi-
le many configurations and algorithms were
tested, for brevity we report here the ones
for the best performing experiment, based on
Support Vector Machines.

3 Evaluation

Our approach (Our) shows competitive re-
sults, outperforming previous systems on the
same dataset. We compare against three
main competitors: (1) The WCL algorithm
(WCL), which generalizes word-lattices over
surface form and part-of-speech tags, hen-
ce producing word-class lattices (Navigli and
Velardi, 2010); (2) A supervised machine-
learning setting (BdC) in which syntactic de-
pendencies are used to construct word repre-
sentations in terms of their direct descen-
dants (Boella et al., 2014); and (3) Anot-
her supervised approach (EspSag) also ba-
sed on syntactic dependencies, but represen-
ting each sentence as a bag-of-dependency-
subtrees (Espinosa-Anke and Saggion, 2014).

As is the case in all the systems descri-
bed, performance is evaluated with the clas-
sic Precision, Recall and F-Score measures at
sentence-level. Table 2 shows the performan-
ce of all systems.

We complement our experiments by eva-
luating the relevance of each individual fea-
ture from our feature set. To this end, we
compute their Information Gain score, which
measures the decrease in entropy when the
feature is given vs. absent (Forman, 2003).
The feature ranking provided in Table 3

Precision Recall F-Score

WCL 98.8 60.7 75.2

BdC 88.1 76.2 81.6

EspSag 85.9 85.3 85.4

Our 86.1 86.0 86.0

Table 2: Comparative results over the WCL
dataset.

shows the discriminative power of the fea-
tures derived from SensEmbed, reinforcing
our claim that semantic information can be
effectively applied to the DE task.

InfGain Score Feature

“Contains:is a” 0.19

AvgSims 0.13

AvgBiggestSubGraph 0.12

MaxScore 0.07

MinScore 0.06

TopDegreeScore 0.04

“Contains:is an” 0.03

“Contains:bn00103785a” 0.02

NumEdges 0.01

AllSims 0.01

Table 3: Top 10 features according to their
Information Gain score

4 Conclusions

Identifying definitional text snippets in free
text is a task that can be integrated in more
complex systems on ontology learning, dic-
tionary or glossary construction, or for sup-
porting terminological or eLearning applica-
tions. In this paper, we have described a su-
pervised approach to DE that benefits subs-
tantially from introducing simple metrics de-
rived from SensEmbed, a sense-based vector
representation of concepts and their lexicali-
zations. For future work, we would like to in-
troduce features derived from the BabelNet
graph, such as proximity, random walks or re-
lation type; as well as adding additional vec-
tor comparison measures, e.g. the Tanimoto
coefficient, used in (Iacobacci, Pilehvar, and
Navigli, 2015).
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